Abstract. Codimension 2 complete intersections in P N have a natural parameter spaceH: a projective bundle over a projective space given by the choice of the lower degree equation and of the higher degree equation up to a multiple of the first. Motivated by the question of existence of complete families of smooth complete intersections, we study the birational geometry of H. In a first part, we show that the first contraction of the MMP forH always exists and we describe it. Then, we show that it is possible to run the full MMP forH, and we describe it, in two degenerate cases. As an application, we prove the existence of complete curves in the punctual Hilbert scheme of complete intersection subschemes of A 2 .
Introduction

Proper families of smooth complete intersections.
In all this paper, we work over an algebraically closed field . It is difficult to construct interesting complete families of smooth projective varieties over . The motivation for this paper is the following particular instance of this general problem: In order to study Question 0.1, we will parametrize these complete intersections. Let N ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ d 1 < d 2 be integers. LetH be the projective bundle whose fiber over F is the projective space P(H 0 (P N , O(d 2 ))/ F ) of degree d 2 equations up to a multiple of F . Points ofH (N ) d1,d2 will be denoted by [F, G] . The supserscripts will be omitted when no confusion is possible.
Let H d1,d2 = {[F, G] ∈H d1,d2 |{F = G = 0} is smooth of codimension 2}, and let ∆ be the discriminant divisor, that is the complement of H d1,d2 inH d1,d2 . Let H ci d1,d2 = {[F, G] ∈H d1,d2 |{F = G = 0} has codimension 2}. When N ≥ 2, H ci d1,d2 (resp. H d1,d2 ) is naturally identified with the Hilbert scheme of complete intersections (resp. smooth complete intersections) of degrees d 1 , d 2 in P N . It will be convenient at several places not to exclude the case N = d 1 = 1: see 1.3 for the relevant conventions.
The more precise question we will be interested in is:
Question 0.2. Does H d1,d2 contain complete curves?
When N ≥ 3 and d 1 ≥ 2, the linear group P GL N +1 acts properly on H d1,d2 so that the quotient M d1,d2 = H d1,d2 /P GL N +1 exists as a separated algebraic space (see [4] Corollaire 1.8): the moduli space of smooth complete intersections. Question 0.1 asks for complete curves in M d1,d2 : it is thus a weaker question than Question 0.2.
The analogue of Question 0.2 for smooth hypersurfaces always has a negative answer as the corresponding discriminant is always ample, and cannot avoid a complete curve. A first indication that the answer to Question 0.2 might be positive is that the discriminant divisor ∆ is never ample ( [3] Remarque 2.9). Then, a natural strategy to answer it is to try to contract ∆, at least birationally. To do this, one needs to study the birational geometry ofH d1,d2 . More precisely, the two following questions are relevant: We refer to [19] for the definition and basic properties of Mori dream spaces. This roughly means that it is possible to run the minimal model program (MMP) forH d1,d2 in every direction ( [19] Proposition 1.11). Since it has Picard rank 2 (it is a projective bundle over a projective space), there are only two directions in which it is possible to run it. One is trivial: we get the contractionH d1,d2 →H d1 , and what we will call the MMP forH d1,d2 is the MMP in the other direction. Proof. SinceH d1,d2 is a Mori dream space, it is possible to run its MMP. Thus, we obtain a sequence of flips, and then either a divisorial contraction to a projective variety X of Picard rank 1, or a fibration Y → X over a Picard rank 1 variety.
In the first case, the contracted divisor is an extremal ray of Eff(H d1,d2 ): it is necessarily ∆. Take generic hyperplane sections of X to get a complete curve in X. This curve will avoid both the image of ∆ and the flipped loci as they are of codimension ≥ 2 in X. Thus, it induces a complete curve in H d1,d2 , as wanted.
In the second case, the line bundle that induces the fibration is an extremal ray of Eff(H d1,d2 ): it is necessarily O(∆). In particular, the image of ∆ in X is a divisor. Choose a general fiber Y x of Y → X: it doesn't meet ∆, and the flipped loci have codimension ≥ 2 in it. Take generic hyperplane sections of Y x to get a complete curve in Y avoiding both ∆ and the flipped loci. It induces a complete curve in H d1,d2 , as wanted.
Main theorems.
We are not able to answer Questions 0.3 and 0.4 in a generality that would shed light on Question 0.1. However, the goal of this paper is to give evidence for these questions.
In the first section of this paper, we explain why the first contraction of the MMP forH d1,d2 always exists, and we describe it geometrically. We do not know in general, when this contraction is small, whether its flip exists.
Let us be more precise. As a projective bundle over a projective space,H d1,d2 has Picard rank 2, and we will denote its line bundles by O(l 1 , l 2 ), where O(1, 0) comes from the base and O(0, 1) is the natural relatively ample line bundle. In [3] , the nef cone ofH d1,d2 is shown to be generated by O(1, 0) and O(d 2 − d 1 + 1, 1). Of course, O(1, 0) induces the projectionH d1,d2 →H d1 . Although it is not stated explicitely there, the proof in [3] shows that O(d 2 − d 1 + 1, 1) is also semi-ample (see Proposition 1.1). Thus, the first contraction of the MMP forH d1,d2 always exists. We show here that its description is as follows:
Theorem 0.6 (The first contraction).
( In the second section, we answer positively Questions 0.3 and 0.4 when d 1 = 1 and N ≥ 2. This particular case is not interesting from the point of view of Question 0.2, since it is not difficult to construct complete families of smooth degenerate complete intersections (see Proposition 2.1). The idea is to realize the MMP for H d1,d2 as a variation of GIT. In the third and main section of this paper, we answer positively Questions 0.3 and 0.4 when N = 1. Of course, in this case, H d1,d2 does not have an interpretation as a Hilbert scheme of P 1 . However, to a point [F, G] ∈ H d1,d2 , it is possible to associate the locus {F = G = 0} ⊂ A 2 , realizing H d1,d2 as a locally closed subsetProposition 0.9. The multigraded Hilbert schemeĤ d1,d2 is smooth of Picard rank d 1 . Its nef cone is simplicial and consists exclusively of semi-ample line bundles.
As a consequence of Theorem 0.8, we prove the following particular case of Question 0.2. We do not know how to construct directly such curves in general (however, see Remark 3.24) . Let us insist on the very down-to-earth content of Corollary 0.10: it means that it is possible to find a one-parameter algebraic family of couples [F, G] of polynomials of degrees d 1 and d 2 , such that F and G do not acquire a common root under any degeneration.
Corollary 0.10. The Hilbert scheme H d1,d2 of punctual complete intersections contains complete curves.
Other complete intersections.
Let us now comment on Question 0.3 in the cases that are not covered by Theorems 0.7 and 0.8. On the one hand, when d 1 = 1, the construction of the MMP forH d1,d2 as a variation of GIT does not give a very explicit description of the intermediate models. On the other hand, when N = 1, we have a concrete description of all intermediate models, but I do not know how to realize the MMP forH d1,d2 as a variation of GIT. Thus, none of these strategies seem to apply in general.
The general results of [6] (Corollary 1.3.2), that show that a log Fano variety is a Mori dream space do not apply here, but in extremely particular cases. The reason for it is that the MMP we are trying to run here is the traditional MMP backwards: it worsens the nefness of the canonical bundle instead of improving it. As a consequence, the last models of the MMP forH d1,d2 , if they exist, are closer to be log Fano thanH d1,d2 is.
A last strategy would be to prove thatH d1,d2 is a Mori dream space by showing that its Cox ring is finitely generated ([19] Proposition 2.9). This Cox ring is very easy to describe.
. This gives a reformulation of Question 0.3, and an interpretation of Theorems 0.7 and 0.8 in the framework of Hilbert's fourteenth problem.
We excluded from the discussion the case d 1 = d 2 as it is trivial, and a little bit degenerate. Indeed, the MMP forH d1,d1 is very simple: it consists of the fibration
, and this fibration is induced by the line bundle O(∆). In particular, Questions 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 have a positive answer. However, in this case, the Hilbert scheme of smooth complete intersections is not
It is affine and does not contain complete curves.
We restricted to codimension 2 complete intersections for an explicit compactificationH d1,d2 of the Hilbert scheme of complete intersections to exist. Under the more general condition that the degrees of the complete intersections satisfy
Hilbert scheme still admits an explicit compactification that is a grassmannian bundle over a projective space (see [3] 2.1), and Questions 0.3 and 0.4 still make sense and are interesting.
However, when this condition is not met, there is not such a simple compactification, and I do not know of an analogous strategy to prove the existence of complete curves in the Hilbert scheme of smooth complete intersections, even for codimension 3 complete intersections. 0.4. Related works and further motivations. The study of the birational geometry of moduli spaces has recently attracted a lot of interest, for instance through the development of the Hassett-Keel program for the moduli spaces of curves (see [17] , [16] ). This paper fits in this general framework.
In the particular case where N = 3, d 1 = 2 and d 2 = 3, Questions 0.3 and 0.4 were first asked by Casalaina-Martin, Jensen and Laza with a motivation different from the one provided by Question 0.2. In [7] , [8] , the authors are interested in the Hassett-Keel program in genus 4, that is in the construction of birational models ofM 4 that have a modular interpretation. They construct many such birational models ofM 4 as GIT quotients ofH 2,3 by P GL 4 . A major difficulty they encounter and overcome is that they need to apply GIT with respect to nonample line bundles. If Question 0.3 were known to have a positive answer, a strategy to avoid this difficulty could have been to apply GIT with respect to genuine ample line bundles but on the birational models ofH 2,3 appearing in its MMP.
Another motivation for Question 0.2 when N = 3 and d 1 ≥ 2 is that it would give a positive answer to the following question, that appears for instance in [15] p.57: Question 0.11. Do there exist non-trivial complete families of smooth non-degenerate curves in P 3 ?
There are obviously complete families of smooth degenerate curves in P 3 (for instance, families of lines, see also Proposition 2.1). It is also well-known that there exist non-isotrivial complete families of abstract smooth curves of genus ≥ 3 [27] , and that there exist complete families of smooth non-degenerate curves in P 4 ([9] Example 2.3). However, by a result of Chang and Ran ([10] Theorems 1 and 3), a complete subvariety of the Hilbert scheme of smooth non-degenerate curves in P 3 has dimension at most 1.
In [1] , Arcara, Bertram, Coskun and Huizenga study the birational geometry of the punctual Hilbert schemes Hilb n of length n subschemes of P 2 . This is very related to the case N = 1 of Question 0.3 and 0.4 (i.e. to Theorem 0.8) because, in this case, H d1,d2 is a locally closed subscheme of Hilb d1d2 . Let us describe the similarities and differences between these two situations.
Unlike the varietiesH d1,d2 , Hilb n is always log Fano ([1] Theorem 2.5). This immediately implies that it is a Mori dream space by [6] , answering the analogue of Question 0.3 for Hilb n . Since Hilb n is of Picard rank 2, it is possible to run its MMP in two directions. One of these is trivial: we get a contraction, the Hilbert-Chow morphism. As forH d1,d2 , it is the other one that is interesting to describe.
The analogue of Question 0.4 is much more complicated in the case of Hilb n . Indeed, the non-trivial boundary of Eff(Hilb n ) is difficult to describe: it depends on n in a complicated and interesting fashion ( [20] , [21] Theorem 1.4 and Table 1) .
Here is another difference betweenH d1,d2 and Hilb n . The trivial contraction of H d1,d2 is the fibration overH d1 , that associates to {F = G = 0} ∈ H d1,d2 its degree d 1 equation F , and the non-trivial contraction that starts the MMP forH d1,d2 is closely related to a Hilbert-Chow morphism (see for instance the proof Lemma 1.4). On the contrary, the trivial contraction of Hilb n is the Hilbert-Chow morphism and the non-trivial contraction that starts the MMP for Hilb n is given by considering the degree n − 1 equations of a length n subscheme ([1] Proposition 3.1).
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The first contraction
In this section, we will describe the first contraction of the MMP forH d1,d2 . Let us first recall why this contraction exists and is induced by a multiple of O( 
and let us work in the ring
] trigraded by the total degree in the X s , the f (M) and the g (M) . 
. Substituting the coefficients of g + Kf into the coefficients of g in (1.1), we get an identity of the form (f 
The curves contracted by c are exactly those in the fibers of the morphism π :
The proof of Theorem 1.2 will use relations between variousH d1,d2 : multiplication maps 
, which is absurd. This shows that C is included in two different hyperplanes of P N , so that C is necessarily a codimension 2 linear subspace with multiplicity d 2 . Moreover the argument above also implies that F and F ′ cannot be proportional, so that
. Thus, Ψ is a non-trivial contraction. SinceH 1,d2 has Picard rank 2, it is the total space of exactly two non-trivial contractions: the fibration induced by O(1, 0), and the morphism c. It follows that Ψ = c. The description we've just given of its contracted locus and of its fibers is exactly the one claimed in Theorem 1. Proof. These curves are exactly the curves inH d1−1 ×H 1,d2−d1+1 that are contracted by the contraction induced by the semi-ample line bundle ϕ * 
But if the weights have been chosen to satisfy no particular relations, this implies that
. >From this equation, it follows that there exist monomials U, V , where U is of degree u and not divisible by
We obtain a contradiction by distinguishing three cases.
, contradicting the fact that no contracted curve is in Im(ϕ 1 ). Lastly, suppose 
be a curve satisfying the following assumptions.
Proof. Let X 0 , X 1 be coordinates on P 1 ; we will work with the inhomogeneous coordinate X = X 1 /X 0 .
First, by specialization, the assumption (iv) holds in fact for every
, and we have α = 0. But then, since x is a simple root of F and mult
and let x be a simple root of F by (ii). By the above, there exist
Evaluating it at π, and since G ′ (π) = 0 by (i), we get α = 0. In particular,
F . It follows that there are only finitely many possibilities for F ′ , contradicting (iii). Since Π = 1, it is a consequence of (ii) that for x ∈ P 1 general, there ex-
Since x is general, it cannot be a root of both F ′ and G ′ by (i). This implies α = 0 and
both have x as a simple root, it indeed follows that they are proportional. We will show in this paragraph that for [F, G] ∈ C general, F only has simple roots. Let [F, G] ∈ C be general and let x be a simple root of F by (ii). Suppose that F has another root y.
This shows that x is a simple root of F ′ , thus that F and F ′ are proportional by the previous paragraph, and thus that y is a simple root of F .
It is now possible to conclude. If d 1 > 1, and [F, G] ∈ C is general, F has at least two distinct simple roots x and y. Then, for general [
d2−d1 and (X − y) d2−d1 . As a consequence, F itself divides a non-trivial linear combination of (X − x) d2−d1 and (X − y) d2−d1 . This contradicts the fact that both x and y are roots of F , and ends the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It suffices to prove that, if C ⊂H d1,d2 is a curve contracted by c, and if [F, G] ∈ C is general, gcd(F, G) has degree d 1 − 1. Indeed, this implies that C is in the image of ϕ 1 , and Lemma 1.5 concludes. We will prove this statement by induction on d 1 , the case d 1 = 1 being trivial. Let C ⊂H d1,d2 be a curve contracted by c, and let k ∈ {1, . . . ,
Hence it is a curve contracted by c. Moreover, by the choice of k, if [F, G] ∈ C 2 is general, gcd(F, G) has degree 0. By the induction hypothesis, this implies k = 1, as wanted.
Suppose now that k = d 1 ; we need to prove that d 1 = 1. Let E be an irreducible component of the exceptional locus of c containing C. Applying Lemma 1.6, it is possible, up to changing C, to suppose that for [F, G] ∈ C general, {F = 0} has a reduced irreducible component. By Lemma 1.7, for every x ∈ P N there exists a nonzero Γ
, and such that for every
is a general point, one obtains by restriction to
Let us check that the hypotheses of Lemma 1.8 are satisfied. All are immediate consequences of the genericity of the chosen subspace P 1 ⊂ P N , and of an additional argument. For (i), you need to use the fact that k = d 1 , (ii) is a consequence of the fact that for [F, G] ∈ C general, {F = 0} has a reduced irreducible component, and (iv) is deduced from the corresponding properties of Γ 
2p ), but not its conclusion.
Degenerate complete intersections
In this section, we keep the previous notations, but we set d 1 = 1 and suppose that N ≥ 2. Then, the whole ofH d1,d2 is the Hilbert scheme H ci d1,d2 of complete intersections, as F and G cannot have a common factor.
In this case, it is not difficult to construct complete families of smooth complete intersections. Note that since the moduli space of smooth hypersurfaces in P Proof. Fix H ⊂ P N −1 an arbitrary smooth hypersurface of degree d 2 . The set of embeddings of P N −1 in P N is naturally identified with an open subset of the space P(M N +1,N ) of matrices up to scalar. Moreover, its complement has codimension ≥ 2, as it is defined by the vanishing of several minors. By taking generic hyperplane sections of P(M N +1,N ), one obtains a complete curve included in the space of embeddings of P N −1 in P N . Considering the image of H by these embeddings, we get a complete family of smooth complete intersections.
The trick used in this proof will allow us to realize the MMP ofH 1,d2 as a variation of GIT (see [28] ). Let us introduce the space X =H
, and all line bundles on X are naturally G-linearized.
Proposition 2.2.
with a boundary of codimension ≥ 2.
Proof. By functoriality of GIT,
Let us show that the rank N matrices are stable and that the other matrices are unstable. This will 
is such that M has rank N and λ is any non-trivial one-parameter subgroup of G, choose a basis of P N −1 such that λ acts diagonally with weights λ 1 ≤ · · · ≤ λ N ; those weights are not all zero and add up to zero. Then
Part (iii) is an immediate consequence of functoriality of GIT. Let us conclude by proving (iv). If (F, M ) ∈ X is such that {F = 0} is smooth and M has rank N , ( 0) ) by (iii) and because smooth hypersurfaces are GIT-semi-stable ([26] Proposition 4.2). As a consequence, (F, M ) ∈ X s (O (1, ε) ), and the geometric quotient of this locus, that is
G acts transitively onH
are necessarily multiples of ∆, and all singular hypersurfaces are unstable. It follows that (F, M ) / ∈ X ss (O(1, ε)) if {F = 0} is singular. Consequently, the complement of {(F, M ) ∈ X|{F = 0} is smooth and M has rank N } in X ss (O(1, ε)) has codimension ≥ 2 because the condition for a matrix to be of rank < N is given by the vanishing of several minors. Looking at the image in the quotient, this shows that the complement of
As a consequence, Theorem 0. [28] shows that the GIT quotients of X by G when the polarization varies fit together to form a sequence of flips and contractions, realizing the MMP forH 1,d2 . Let us distinguish two cases. Suppose that we do not have d 2 = 2, or N = 2 and d 2 = 3, so that dim(H) > 0. Then, H is the last model of the MMP forH 1,d2 (Proposition 2.2 (iii)). In particular, since dim(H) < dim(H 1,d2 ), the last step of this MMP is a fibration. Moreover, since ∆ is the pull-back of the discriminant of H by the rational mapH 1,d2 H, this fibration is induced by O(∆). This shows that ∆ is an extremal ray of the effective cone ofH 1,d2 , the other ray being obviously O (1, 0) .
Suppose on the contrary that d 2 = 2, or N = 2 and d 2 = 3: in these cases, H is a point. Then the VGIT still realizes the MMP forH 1,d2 but the last model of this MMP is now X/ / O(1,ε) G for 0 < ε ≪ 1 (Proposition 2.2 (iv)). Since X/ / O(1,ε) G is a compactification of H 1,d2 with a boundary of codimension ≥ 2, the last step of this MMP is a divisorial contraction contracting ∆. This shows that ∆ is an extremal ray of the effective cone ofH 1,d2 , the other ray being obviously O(1, 0). Remark 2.4. This construction of the MMP forH 1,d2 does not allow to obtain an explicit description of all intermediate models (for instance, it is difficult in general to describe the GIT-stable hypersurfaces). However, the reader may check what follows as an exercise in GIT.
The union of the flipped loci inH 1,d2 is the set of complete intersections that are GIT-unstable as hypersurfaces in P N −1 . The flipped loci are unions of strata of the Hesselink stratification of this unstable locus (see [18] Remark 2.5. Suppose that d 2 = 2, and that either the characteristic is not 2 or that N is even. Then it is easy to construct by hand the compactification of H 1,2 with small boundary that is the last step of the MMP. Indeed, the dual of a smooth complete intersection is then a quadric cone, and duality induces a rational map H 1, 2 H (N ) 2 that realizes an isomorphism between H 1,2 and the set of rank N quadrics. The required compactification is the set of quadrics of rank ≤ N inH
However, this construction doesn't work in characteristic 2 when N is odd, due to the bad behaviour of duality: the dual of a smooth complete intersection in this case is a double hyperplane.
Punctual complete intersections
In this section, we set N = 1. As it will be important to take into account the case d 1 = 1, keep in mind the conventions made in 1.3.
The class of the discriminant in Pic(H d1,d2 ) has been calculated in general in [5] 
We denote by W k the image of ϕ k with its reduced structure. In particular, W d1−1 = ∆. LetĤ d1,d2 be the scheme obtained by blowing up first W 1 , then the strict transform of W 2 , . . . , and lastly the strict transform of W d1−1 . Let E 1 , . . . , E d1−1 be the exceptional divisors of these blow-ups.
The fact, claimed in the introduction, thatĤ d1,d2 might have been defined as the closure of H d1,d2 in the appropriate Hilbert scheme will only be proven in the last paragraph 3.6 of this section. Moreover, we will still denote by ϕ k morphisms induced by ϕ k after some blowups have been performed. A similar remark holds for the loci W k and E k : their strict transforms will still be denoted by W k and E k after some blow-ups have been performed.
In a similar abuse of notation, we will still write O(l 1 , l 2 ) for the pull-back of O(l 1 , l 2 ) on any blow-up ofH d1,d2 .
It will be sometimes easier to work onH d1 ×H d2 instead ofH d1,d2 . For this reason, we introduce the morphismsφ k :
The blow-up of W k in a space X will be denoted by
Finally, to shorten notations, we will write S l instead of
The goal of this paragraph is to prove:
Proposition 3.2. (i) The varietyĤ d1,d2 is smooth and the (E
The two natural projections will be denoted by p 1 and
One of the difficulties of the proof is that ϕ k becomes an immersion only after the previous strata have been blown up. The following lemma describes the situation. In this lemma, E d2 d1 denotes the vector bundle onH d1 whose fiber over F is S d2 / F , and hence whose projectivization isH d1,d2 . Moreover, when h ≤ k, we will consider the following commutative diagram, in which µ denotes multiplication:
Proof. We will prove analogous statements for the mapφ k . It is easy to deduce the corresponding statements for ϕ k using the rational mapH d1 ×H d2 H d1,d2 .
Identifying
′ and H = ΠH ′ . Using the formula above, it is straightforward to check that, if
. On the other hand, if (A, B, C) ∈ Ker(dφ k ) (P,L,H) , we see that P L|AL+BP and P H|AH + CP , hence that P ′ divides AH ′ , AL ′ and of course AP ′ . Consequently P ′ |A; this implies that (A, B, C) is of the form described above. In particular, if
. One sees that (ii) holds by checking that:
The Euler exact sequence realizes
LG − HF , and these maps sheafify to induce a morphism of sheaves
Composing with the quotient map 1, 1) , and noticing that, using the explicit description of dφ k above, the induced morphism factors through the normal bundle Nφ k , we obtain a morphism of sheaves ψ : (1, 1, 1 ). To prove (iii), we need to check that ψ is an isomorphism over the locus where Π = 1. Since it is a morphism between vector bundles of the same rank d 1 − k, it suffices to show ψ induces a surjection at the level of fibers. To do so, fix (P, L, H) such that Π = 1. The construction of ψ shows that ψ (P,L,H) is induced by the linear map S d1 ⊕ S d2 → S d2+k / Q given by (F, G) → LG − HF . Thus, it suffices to prove that this map is surjective, i.e. that every degree d 2 + k polynomial is a combination of P, L, H.
To do so, let Λ = gcd(L, H) be of degree λ, and write L = ΛL 1 and H = ΛH 1 . Notice that, since Π = 1, gcd(Λ, P ) = 1. Thus, (Λ, P ) is a regular sequence on P 1 , giving rise to a Koszul exact sequence on
, and taking global sections, one obtains a short exact sequence by vanishing of the appropriate H 1 . The surjectivity in this exact sequence shows precisely that every degree d 2 + k polynomial may be written as a combination of P and Λ. It remains to express the coefficient of Λ, that is a degree d 2 + k − λ polynomial, as a combination of L 1 and H 1 . This is done in a similar fashion using the Koszul exact sequence associated to the regular sequence
The proof of Proposition 3.2 will proceed by induction, taking advantage of the inductive descriptions of the exceptional divisors. Let us state the precise proposition that we will prove, whose statement is adapted for an inductive proof, and from which Proposition 3.2 will follow easily. 
Proposition 3.4. (i) There is a closed immersion ϕ
Proof. We prove this proposition by induction on d 1 , and when d 1 is fixed, by induction on k. When we use (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv), it is always thanks to the induction hypothesis. We use without comment the fact that previously studied blow-ups are smooth blow-ups (ii). The existence of the morphism ϕ k in (i) is given by (3.3). Moreover, (3.3) k (E h ) → E h given by (3.3) implies, using (i), that it is a closed immersion. On the other hand, it is easy to see that ϕ k is injective on the complement of these loci. This shows that ϕ k is injective. Now suppose for contradiction that ϕ k is not immersive and let v be a non-
[L, H]), and let k − h = deg(gcd(L, H)). By Lemma 3.3 (ii), h < k and dβ
is immersive, and by the commutativity
The same argument as above shows that w = 0: a contradiction.
Since ϕ k is an immersion, its normal bundle is a vector bundle. By Lemma 3.3 (iii) and the behaviour of normal bundles under smooth blow-ups ( [12] Appendix B 6.10), it is isomorphic to p *
Since this open set has complement of codimension ≥ 2 and
. This ends the proof of (i).
is the blow-up of a smooth subvariety in a smooth variety. The computation of the normal bundle in (i) implies the required description of the exceptional divisor, proving (ii).
All maps in (3.2) are well-defined by (iv). Let us first prove the second assertion of (iii). When z does not belong to an exceptional divisor, it is immediate from the definition of ϕ j . When z belongs to an exceptional divisor E h , it follows by induction of the descriptions of ϕ j : ϕ
The diagram (3.2) is commutative because it is induced by the commutative diagram (3.1). To show that it is cartesian, let us introduce the fiber product V = X × Z Y and the natural map W → V. By (i), (Id, ϕ k ) : W → X and ϕ k : Y → Z hence also V → X are closed immersions. It follows that W → V is a closed immersion. Let I be its sheaf of ideals; we want to show that I = 0. By (iv), X → Z is a base-change of ϕ j : The upper square of (3.3) is cartesian because (3.2) is. When h = k, the lower square is the cartesian diagram relating the exceptional divisors of the blow-ups. The morphism between those exceptional divisors is induced by the natural map between the normal bundles of the blown-up loci. The explicit identification of these normal bundles made in Lemma 3.3 (iii) allow to check that this morphism is ϕ j−k . When h < k, the lower square is obtained by restricting the blow-up of W k to E h . Its description follows of the description of ϕ k : ϕ by (3.3) , ending the proof of (iv).
It is easy to deduce Proposition 3.2:
Proof of Proposition 3.2. The varietyĤ d1,d2 is smooth by Proposition 3.4 (ii). The isomorphism E
The computation of E j | E k when j > k follows from the description of ϕ j : ϕ
of the description of the normal bundle to ϕ k in Proposition 3.4 (i).
It is then easily seen by induction on d 1 that (E k ) 1≤k≤d1−1 is a strict normal crossing divisor onĤ d1,d2 . Indeed, for every k, E k is smooth and (E j | E k ) j =k is a strict normal crossing divisor on E k by induction. This implies that (E k ) 1≤k≤d1−1 is a strict normal crossing divisor onĤ d1,d2 .
Finally, the explicit expression of ϕ k shows that ϕ *
Remark 3.5. It follows from Proposition 3.4 (ii) that the last blow-up β d1−1 was the blow-up of a smooth divisor, hence was not useful to constructĤ d1,d2 . However, it was important to describe its exceptional divisor E d1−1 , that is the strict transform of the discriminant. Remark 3.6. As it will be useful later, let us make explicit the identification of E k obtained above, at least birationally. It follows from the proof of Lemma 3.3 (iii) and Proposition 3.4 (ii) that the exceptional divisor E k was birationally identified withH d1−k,d2+k ×H k,d2−d1+k by sending a tangent vector induced by [F, G] d1,d2 . In this paragraph, we will construct several linear systems onH d1,d2 , generalizing the construction in Proposition 1.1 of the linear system inducing the first contraction.
Linear systems onH
We fix a coordinate system X 0 , X 1 on P 1 . We will need to work with formal identities involving coefficients of polynomials of degrees d 1 
] trigraded by the total degree in the X s , the f (M) and the
M . We will often view elements of A as polynomials in
The following proposition is a variant of Euclid's algorithm formally applied to g and f (see Remark 3.11).
Proposition 3.7. For all
and such that the following identities hold in A:
where
In the course of the proof of this proposition, we will need the following lemma, that we prove first.
(ii) The coefficients r
Proof. We use induction on j. Let us first prove (i). By induction, the r i (λ i+1 , µ i+1 ) for i < j do not vanish identically onW j+1 . It is also clear that f (λ 0 , µ 0 ) does not vanish identically onW j+1 . Choose (F, G) ∈W j+1 general, so that it satisfies the three following conditions: neither f (λ 0 , µ 0 ) nor some r i (λ i+1 , µ i+1 ) vanish on it, Π = gcd(F, G) is of degree d 1 −1−j, and Π does not vanish on (λ, µ) nor on some (λ i , µ i ). Substitute the coefficients of F and G in the f (M) and the g (M) in (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) for i ≤ j to obtain polynomials Q i , R i ∈ [X 0 , X 1 ], and identities relating G, F, Q i , R i . These identities immediately show that Π|R j . Suppose for contradiction that R j = 0 and let −1 ≤ i < j be maximal such that R i = 0 (where, by convention, R −1 = F ). Then these same identities show that R i |Π, which is impossible for degree reasons. Hence R j = 0 and Π = R j for degree reasons. It follows that R j (λ, µ) = 0, as wanted.
We argue in the same way to prove (ii): choose (F, G) ∈W j general, so that neither f (λ 0 , µ 0 ) nor some r i (λ i+1 , µ i+1 ) vanish on it (applying (i) by induction). Substitute the coefficients of F and G in the f (M) and the g (M) in (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) for i ≤ j, to obtain polynomials Q i , R i ∈ [X 0 , X 1 ] as before. The identities relating G, F, Q i , R i immediately show that gcd(F, G)|R j which implies R j = 0 for degree reasons. As a consequence, all the r (M) j vanish on (F, G) as wanted. Let us finally check (iii). Let h be an irreducible factor of r j (λ, µ) vanishing oñ W j (using (ii)), and let (l 1 , l 2 ) be its homogeneous degrees. The pull-backφ * j+1 h is a section of 
If j = 0, take q 0,0 = 0 and r 0,0 = g. If q 0,j , r 0,j have already been constructed, fix a linear combination L of X 0 and X 1 such that L(λ 0 , µ 0 ) = 1 and set:
Setting q 0 = q 0,d2−d1+1 and r 0 = r 0,d2−d1+1 , we obtain the first identity (3.5). Now, treat temporarily the coefficients r
of r 0 as indeterminates. Applying the identity (3.5) constructed above to f , r 0 and (λ 1 , µ 1 ) (instead of g, f and (λ 0 , µ 0 )), we obtain a formula of the form:
]. Substituting in the indeterminate r 
, which is a contradiction. We have proved that (f (0) ) d2−d1+1 |a, hence that (f (0) ) d2−d1+1 |r 1 . It follows that (3.8) gives rise to an identity of the required form (3.6).
Let 2 ≤ i ≤ d 1 − 1, suppose that r j and q j have been constructed for all j < i, and let us construct r i and q i . Treat temporarily the coefficients of r i−3 and r i−2 as indeterminates (where, by convention, r −1 = f ). Applying the identities (3.5) and (3.6) constructed above to r i−3 , r i−2 , (λ i−1 , µ i−1 ) and (λ i , µ i ) (instead of g, f , (λ 0 , µ 0 ) and (λ 1 , µ 1 )), we obtain formulas of the form:
], (3.9) and (3.10) become identities in A. Since (3.9) and (3.
2 r i−1 . Since, by construction, the coefficients ofq i are polynomials of bidegree (1, 1) in the coefficients of r i−2 andr i−1 , we see that
2 q i . Equation (3.10) becomes:
Since their degrees are different, they are prime to each other, so that
4 leads to an identity of the required form (3.7).
Proposition 3.9. Keep the notations of Proposition 3.7. Let
Proof. Since, by construction, the r We denote by Λ i be the linear system onH d1,d2 generated by the r Remark 3.11. When (λ u , µ u ) = (1, 0) for all u, the identities provided by Proposition 3.7 really are Euclid's algorithm formally applied to g and f (with quotients q i and remainders r i ). It was however necessary for our purposes to authorize variants of this algorithm, that is to allow (λ u , µ u ) to depend on u.
Indeed, if we had insisted that (λ u , µ u ) did not depend on u, the linear systems Λ 3.3. Base-point freeness. In this paragraph, we will show that Λ i induces a basepoint free linear systemΛ i onĤ d1,d2 . Since, by Proposition 3.10, the base locus of Λ i is W i , we will need to study Λ i around the W k for 1 ≤ k ≤ i.
For this purpose, we introduce homogeneous polynomials p, l, h, φ and γ in X 0 , X 1 of respective degrees
. We define f = pl + tφ and g = ph + tγ, and we let f (M) and g (M) be their coefficients. Substituting those values in the indeterminates f (M) and g (M) in the identities (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7), we get identi-
. In all this paragraph, r i , q i will be viewed in this way as elements of B [t] . By convention, we define r −1 := f and r −2 := g.
Studying these identities at the lowest order in t will give informations about
is the order l term of b. The main idea is that, when applying Proposition 3.7 to g = ph + tγ and f = pl + tγ, the k first remainders are related to the remainders of Proposition 3.7 applied to h and l (Lemma 3.12), and the d 1 − k last remainders are related to the remainders of Proposition 3.7 applied to γl − hφ and p (Lemma 3.13).
If 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, we definer i andq i to be the remainders and the quotients obtained by applying Proposition 3.7 to h and l (instead of to g and f ) using the
Proof. Notice that the identities (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7) for h and l (resp. for ph and pl) are obtained by applying the very same algorithm. It follows that it is possible to identify term by term these two sets of identities. For instance, (3.5) for h and l (resp. for ph and pl) read:
Identifying term by term these two identities, we get r
0 , which is the i = 0 case of what we want. To prove the general case, we argue by induction on i and compare successively identities (3.6) and (3.7) for 2 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 applied to h and l (resp. to ph and pl).
i . We define s i to be such that r
we definer i andq i to be the remainders and the quotients obtained by applying Proposition 3.7 to (−1) k (γl − hφ) and p (instead of to g and f ) using the scalars λ 0 , λ k+1 , . . . , λ d1−1 , µ 0 , µ k+1 , . . . , µ d1−1 .
Proof. Let us fix k, we will use induction on i and start by proving the case i = k. Write down (3.7) for i = k at order 0:
k .
By Lemma 3.12, p|r
[0]
k−2 and p|r k . Now write down (3.7) for i = k at order 1:
Sincer k−1 |r
) (use Lemma 3.12 and notice thatr k−1 andr k−2 (λ k−1 , µ k−1 ) are prime to each other since they are irreducible by Lemma 3.8 (i) but of different degrees), we see thatr k−1 |r [1] k . We will write r [1] k =r k−1 ρ 0 . Now assume that λ 0 = · · · = λ k and µ 0 = · · · = µ k . Let us prove by induction on 0 ≤ j ≤ k that there exists a j ∈ B such that:
(lr
To prove the j = 0 case, write down (3.5) at order 0 and 1 to get:
r [1] 0 + a ′ 0 p. Combining these two identities leads to an identity of the required form for j = 0. To obtain the required identity for j from the one for j − 1, modify it using a suitable combination of the order 0 and 1 terms of (3.6) if j = 1 or (3.7) for i = j if j > 1.
When j = k, remember from above that s k = 0, use the expressions for s j−1 and r [0] j−1 (λ 0 , µ 0 ) obtained in Lemma 3.12, and divide by an appropriate commom factor to obtain an expression of the form:
On the other hand, we have:
λ0,µ0r 0 . Combining these two equations, we get (b−(−1)
. For the left-hand side to vanish at order d 2 − d 1 + 2k + 1 at (λ 0 , µ 0 ), we need to have b =q 0 , hence ρ 0 =r 0 . This proves (ii) and finishes the i = k case.
Suppose from now on that the statement holds for i − 1 and let us check that it holds for i. Consider equation (3.7): To check (ii), assume that λ 0 = · · · = λ k and µ 0 = · · · = µ k and write (3.11) at order 3i − 3k − 1 in t: (3.12) r
By induction (and Lemma 3.12 if i = k + 1),r k−1 |r
. Since, by construction, the coefficients of q i are polynomials of bidegree (1, 1) if i = k + 1, we get an identity of the form:
Substracting these two equations, and considering the order of vanishing of each term at (λ i , µ i ), it follows that ρ i−k =r i−k , proving (ii). 
it is a line bundle onĤ d1,d2 . By Proposition 3.14,
By abuse of notation, we will also denote by r
Proof. Let us first prove (i) by induction on d 1 , the statement being trivial if d 1 = 1 (see Convention 1.3). Take a divisor D in Λ d1−1 : by Proposition 3.10, there exist some, and it necessarily contains the discriminant ∆ = W d1−1 . Since their degrees coincide, we have in fact D = ∆. This means that Λ d1−1 is reduced to a point: the discriminant. As a consequence,Λ d1−1 is reduced to a point, that corresponds to a linear combination of E 1 , . . . , E d1−2 . By Proposition 3.2 (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi), we see that 
Part (iii) is a formal consequence of Proposition 3.2 (iii), (iv), (v) and (vi). Similarly,
Proof. We use induction on d 1 . By Proposition 3.10,Λ i has no base-point outside of the (E k ) 1≤k≤i . Now, fix 1 ≤ k ≤ i. We are going to prove below that p * Lemma 3.15 (ii) ): this will imply by induction thatΛ i has no base-point on E k , and hence that it is base-point free. To do this, fix λ
Recall from Remark 3.6 that the exceptional divisor E k was birationally identi-
Hence, it follows from Lemma 3.13 (ii) thatr 3.4. The MMP forH d1,d2 . In the previous paragraph, we constructed several base-point free linear systems onĤ d1,d2 . Here, we describe the contractions they induce, and use them to construct the MMP forH d1,d2 . We define L −1 := O(1, 0). 
d1,d2 , and its image inH
d1,d2 if and only if it is contracted bŷ
d1,d2 . Let us prove the other implication by induction on i. The i = 0 case is a consequence of the description of the first contraction c 0 = c in Theorem 1.2, and more precisely of the fact that all the curves contracted by c 0 lie on W 1 . Now suppose that i > 0, and let C be a curve meetinĝ
and the fact that L i−1 and L i+1 are semi-ample, hence nef, we see that we necessarily have
d1,d2 and the induction hypothesis applies to show that C is contracted byĤ d1,d2 →H d1,d2 . Proposition 3.19.
d1,d2 admits a stratification by i + 2 locally closed subschemes whose normalized strata are
d1,d2 admits a stratification by i + 1 locally closed subschemes whose normalized strata are
Proof. Let us prove (i), the proof of (ii) being analogous. If i = −1, we know that H 
d1,d2 , and that its image inH
d1,d2 is a locally closed subscheme isomorphic (up to normalization) toH d1−k,d2+k \ W i−k+1 .
As E i+1 is the complement of all the saturated subsets already described, it is also saturated. The description of L i |E i+1 in Lemma 3.15 shows that its image iñ H [i] d1,d2 is a closed subscheme isomorphic (up to normalization) toH d1−i−1 . Proposition 3.20.
d1,d2 has Picard rank 1, and if
has Picard rank 2.
d1,d2 is isomorphic toH d1,d2 in codimension 1, and Q-factorial. Its nef cone is generated by the semi-ample line bundles 
is an isomorphism in codimension 1 between two varieties of Picard rank 2, and sinceH d1,d2 is Q-factorial (because it is smooth), it follows thatH
d1,d2 is Q-factorial. Moreover, the semiample line bundles L i−1 and L i induce the contractions f i and c i , hence are on the boundary of the nef cone ofH
d1,d2 is of Picard rank 2, they generate its nef cone.
Part (iv) is an immediate consequence of the fact proven in (ii) thatH Proof. By Proposition 3.20 (iii), theH
d1,d2 are small Q-factorial modifications of H d1,d2 . The varietyH d1,d2 is the total space of the fibrationH d1,d2 →H d1 and, by Proposition 3.20 (iv) and (v), after performing a sequence of flips leading to (H [i] d1,d2 ) 0≤i≤d1−2 , the total space of the divisorial contraction c d1−2 . This implies that the nef cones of the (H [i] d1,d2 ) 0≤i≤d1−2 cover the movable cone ofH d1,d2 . Moreover, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d 1 − 2, the nef cone ofH
d1,d2 is generated by semi-ample line bundle by Proposition 3.20 (iii). We have checked the hypotheses of Definition 1.10 of [19] , proving thatH d1,d2 is a Mori dream space.
Moreover, the existence of the fibrationH d1,d2 →H d1 (resp. of the divisorial contraction c d1−2 ) show that O(0, 1) (resp. ∆) are on the boundary of the effective cone ofH d1,d2 . SinceH d1,d2 has Picard rank 2, they generate it, proving (i). 
however, the intersection of the multiples of F and of the multiples of G is onedimensional, generated by F G. It follows that On the other hand, there is a natural section of π above H d1,d2 given by [F, G] → {F = G = 0}. It follows that π is an isomorphism above H d1,d2 . Hence, π is birational, and Hilb d1,d2 is a smooth compactification of H d1,d2 .
The goal of this paragraph is to prove that Hilb d1,d2 coincides withĤ d1,d2 . A natural way to do it would be to construct the universal family overĤ d1,d2 . We do not know how to do it directly, and use our knowledge of the geometry ofĤ d1,d2 instead. We have proven as wanted that e k (Z, W ) ∈ Hilb d1,d2 , hence that e k is well-defined. It is easy to see from the above construction that e k is injective. Indeed, F is recovered as the greatest common divisor of the equations of e k (Z, W ) of degrees < d 2 + k, the equations of W are recovered by dividing these equations by F , and the additional equations of Z are recovered as they are the equations of e k (Z, W ) of degrees ≥ d 2 + k.
By injectivity of e k , a dimension computation shows that Im(e k ) is a divisor in Hilb d1,d2 . It is easily checked that π(Im(e k )) = W k : this shows that these divisors are distinct and do not meet Hilb d1,d2 is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.28, we know that r is an isomorphism in codimension 1. Let us denote by U the biggest open subset over which r is an isomorphism: its complement has codimension ≥ 2 in bothĤ d1,d2 and Hilb d1,d2 . SinceĤ d1,d2 and Hilb d1,d2 are smooth, their Picard groups are identified with Pic(U ). We will construct a line bundle L on U that is ample on bothĤ d1,d2 and Hilb d1,d2 . This will prove the assertion, becauseĤ d1,d2 and Hilb d1,d2 will be both isomorphic to Proj k≥0 H 0 (U, L ⊗k ), as they are normal. From the first equation and because L is prime to H, we see that it is possible to write A 0 = CH and B 0 = −CL. Consequently, one sees from the second equation and because P is prime to S that P |C. For degree reasons, C = 0, hence A 0 = B 0 = 0 as wanted.
